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This document is designed to offer ideas and suggestions to students while self training.  It is a 
compilation of ideas shared during the 2018 retreat and historic self training documents prepared 
by Sigung and Anne Moon. Use these ideas when you are self training outside of class time, or when 
you are looking to deepen your understanding of your material and there is flexibility to do so in 
regular classes. 

Why should you self train? 

● Self training helps with memory;  it is a time to deepen your understanding of  your 
material.  

● It fosters continuity in your learning path.  
● Self training can be used meditatively to process new material or to work out pauses/gaps.  
● It is a place to challenge your understanding of the material, a place to explore your art in 

different ways—both on your own and with training partners.  
● Self training increases your training intention and focus. 
● A regular self training regimen demonstrates you are taking ownership of your art; it  is a 

tremendous asset to your training path. 

General Guidelines for self training: 

Feedback during self training:   

● You are welcome to ask others for feedback, but higher ranking students/teachers may 
want to just train and are welcome to decline your request. 

● You may ask others to help you review material that you have already learned, but it’s not 
okay to ask anyone to teach you new material while self training. 

Finding self training partners: 

● Ask fellow students you enjoy training with to self train with you. 
● Find a training partner in your cohort and grow together/motivate each other. 

o Make a plan with training partner. 
o Schedule regular training time together. 
o Keep each other accountable on training goals. 

● Revisit older material with someone currently learning it for review/memory and clarity. 
● Ask a higher ranking student to self train with you to work on intention, effectiveness of 

takedowns, etc. 
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Self training suggestions/ideas: 

 Forms while self training: 

● Practice all of your forms to music. 

● Practice forms in different directions in a 
room or outside in nature. 

● Practice forms on uneven surfaces (grass, 
gravel, sand, etc). 

● Do a form from the ground up, isolating 
pieces to fine tune. 

● Practice forms eyes closed. 

● Practice forms with a weapon of choice. 

● Break down sections of forms into small 
segments and analyze; work out the 
bunkai with a partner. 

● Practice a form in front of a training 
partner. Have them give you a piece of 
feedback. Try to incorporate the feedback. 

● Play with different timing than your 
typical pace/rhythm in forms. 

● Practice your forms with hand techniques 
only, stances only, etc. 

● Break down parts of forms into 
combinations across the floor or as basics 
on the heavy bag. 

● Practice forms for breath, power, flow, 
speed, low stances, focusing on 
transitions, visualizing attackers, on the 
left, for grounding or body connection, 
etc. 

● Record  yourself doing a form and watch 
it. Practice it again based on what you 
observed. Repeat. 

● Name techniques out loud while you 
practice your forms, rather than just 
thinking them.  

 

PA’s/GA’s while self training: 

● Practice PA’s/GA’s in a monkey line with pressure or with the uke fighting back. 
● Practice calling out numbers, on the left, for good targeting, for contact, for removing 

pauses, focus on  takedowns (figuring out what makes the takedowns work), making PA’s or 
GA’s up; naming techniques, naming targets, etc. 

● Practice PA’s/GA’s in the air or as a combo across the floor. 

Basics material while self training: 

● Put on bag gloves and work power in kicks and punches on the heavy bag. 
● Make up combinations of basics across the floor using note cards/index cards/laminate 

sheets or having your training partners call out techniques. Try doing combinations in 
different directions and orientations than we practice in class. 

● Practice combinations across the floor for grounding, body connection, flow, levels (low to 
high targets), clarity of technique, visualizing attackers, multiple directions of 
attack/defense,  sparring combinations, that show your next belt level, etc. 

● Do all your blocks/kicks/punches using all the stances you know. 
● Practice any material in the mirror where you can watch your form and check your 

alignment. 
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Fighting Skills (Sparring/Street) while self training: 

Sparring 

● Warm up with sparring with a training partner.  Talk about a sparring principle you find 
challenging and explore it together or pick a focus for each round using the sparring 
principles laminated sheet. 

● Find 2 other training partners and practice 2-on-1 sparring (intermediates and up). 
● Pick a sparring principle and have your partner pick a complementary one. Spar! 
● Work contact drills with a sparring partner; give each other feedback on contact and 

targeting (i.e. naming the contact level/naming the targets when they are on target). 
● If you’re training solo, shadow spar in front of the mirror to look at your form, practice 

footwork, and moving in and out of range with combos. 

Street 

● Get a partner or partners and practice street fighting going thru all the principles you can 
think of: barrage, intention, multiple techniques from same limb, master circle, various ways 
of taking partner down, move in with first attack,  economy of movement, targeting, contact 
levels, etc. 

● Make up street entries/takedowns. 
● Work on a variety of responses to a particular street entry (ie. just kicks, hook punch, 

straight-in techniques, round techniques, etc.). 
● Practice basics with a partner from each of the 4 stations. Check in about contact levels and 

targeting. 
● Ask your partner to fight back/offer resistance, offer pressure, etc. 

Weapons self training: 

● Review the arnis, knife, and nunchaku material you have learned-i.e. strikes, disarms, forms. 
● Review the 12 arnis strikes for warm up in the air and on the heavy bag. 
● Practice the arnis and knife disarms you know with a training partner. 
● Use the laminated handout to remind yourself of what you have learned. 

Endurance/Strengthening 

● Do a combination of heavy bag work and forms to increase your endurance and train 
yourself to recover your breath in movement. (i.e. 3 mins of bag work, 1 minute of forms, 2 
mins of bag work, 1 minute of forms, 1 minute of bag work, 1 minute of forms). The same 
thing can be done with a partner: spar for 3 minutes/1 min. of forms for breath recovery, 
etc. 

● Do all your forms for speed without stopping between them. 
● Hold horse stance for 1-5 minutes. 
● Mix in core work (plank/situps/pushup) in between forms, basics, sparring, etc. 
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Self training at home, work, or on vacation: 

Find opportunities for mini workouts: 

● Create 5-10 minute windows of time to self train (work, home, etc).  For example: 
○ KF lunch break or KF afternoon break (10 minutes at work to practice). 
○ Do hand techniques when you are walking to a meeting/down a hall; boiling a pot of 

water/chores around house. 
○ KF in a quiet space  at work as a form of “power posing” before meetings, etc. 
○ Stand in horse stance while brushing your teeth. 

● Demo something to someone who doesn’t know the art; ask for feedback or observations. 
● Run through your forms in your head when you have trouble sleeping or are traveling (on 

the bus, plane, etc.). Imagine yourself going through the motions at tai chi speed. 
● Shadow boxing in a mirror. 
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